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Abstract

The development of monitoring systems for the measurement of the quality of Public
and Private Institutions that distribute services to the labour force (as job placement,
training courses, economic assistance programs and other supports to workers) has
stimulated various evaluation strategies in order to help the institutional stakeholders to
improve the processes, the outcomes and the service distributed. Particularly, the development
of monitoring informative systems based on administrative archives has been growing in
importance.

To understand the labour market dynamics from such large datasets, it is necessary
to be able to identify patterns, trends and relationships in the data and identify “statistical
occurrences” in order to simplify their global structure to facilitate decision-making.

The aim of the present article is to classify the temporal evolution of vocational
experiences of workers’ careers in a specified territorial context (Province of Milan) in
terms of contractual typologies, based on large administrative archives (about 2,900,000
vocational experiences related to 1,280,000 workers). The final goal is a synthetic
clustering that identifies individuals in homogeneous groups as regards the succession of
contractual typologies, identifying from one end the workers’ profiles that remain stable in
each contractual typology and from the other end the profiles that improve or worsen
contractual stability. Methodologically, after having discussed the limitations of traditional
approaches, we provide a proper methodology in the framework of multidimensional
scaling taking into account heterogeneity of worker characteristics.

 1. INTRODUCTION

Globalization of world economy represents international collaboration in the
field of economic activities as international trade, internationalization of financial
flows and liberalization of markets of goods, services and factors of production
(Slaughter and Swagel, 1997).
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With regards to the Institutional context of the Italian labour market, some
new labour market reforms (Law No. 196/1997, ‘Treu law’ and Legislative Decree
No. 276/2003, ‘Biagi law’) have changed the institutional set-up of the standard
work arrangement (subordinate workers, typically characterized by high degree of
employment protection) and created atypical employment forms (para-subordinate
workers).

Temporary employment, in particular, has been growing in importance,
functioning as an instrument to increase labour market flexibility and acting as a
stepping-stone towards regular or permanent work. However, temporary-job can be
viewed as a trap: during recession, the workers on temporary jobs may be trapped
in temporary employment/non-employment cycles, which limit their opportunity
to invest in on-the job training and can depreciate theirs skills.

Most of the administrations responsible of the job market place in the
European countries started a renovation and modernization process aimed at
providing better services in order to fight the generalized increase of the
unemployment rate and at managing the human resources differently, as required
by the new global competitive context.

In such a dynamic situation, the Italian public administrations in charge of
providing services to the job market place have been assuming a new role, from
passive and monopolistic services providers, to actors promoting the development
of a job service market open to private operators as well. In such a scenario, it’s
imperative for public administrations the definition of policies aimed to the market
regulation and to continuous monitoring of the service, motivated by the development
of an organizational service model “fitting the user requirements”.

To understand labour market dynamics (and particularly the evolution of
contractual typologies sequences over the workers’ careers) the availability of
longitudinal data represents an imperative tool. Longitudinal information allows
the estimation of flows as precious instrument for the analysis of specific domains
of analysis distinguishing between measuring the net variations in the stocks of
strata population in specified temporal instants and flows that allow the analysis in
the dynamics evolution.

In Italy, two main national benchmarks of labour market dynamics are the
Survey of Italian Households’ Income and Wealth (SHIW), a nationally representative
survey conducted by the Bank of Italy on a biannual basis since 1977 and the Labour
Force Survey (LFS), a national representative survey conducted by the official
Italian Institute of Statistics (ISTAT). Both take into account the longitudinal
dimension of the sample. However, the information on the type of contract coming
from both LFS and SHIW surveys is based on individual’s self-perception of legal
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job status: employees are simply asked to indicate their type of contract.
In this framework, the amount of data and information collected and retained

by Institutions and business organizations is constantly increasing, due to advances
in data collection, computerization of transactions and breakthroughs in storage
technology. Typically, the applications involve large-scale information banks, such
as data warehouses and administrative archives that contain interrelated data from
a number of sources.

Administrative archives provide fine-grained historical information about the
population and allow carrying out analysis on the dynamics of variables describing
the characteristics of individuals (or of clusters of individuals) in a reference
domain.

Recently, the Province of Milan of Lombardy region has promoted various
research programs aimed to the creation of administrative registers for the labour
market evaluation. The available database (the “Employment Centers of the
Province of Milan” archive) collects records referred to compulsory contract
employee declarations for workers in the Province of Milan. The archive collects
all movements in the territorial context of the Milan area referring to subordinate
and para-subordinate workers (not including self-employed workers) who have
registered a variation in their employment position from year 2000.

The available information in the database exhibits the unsynchronized
evolutions of contractual typologies along the career for workers having a (not
balanced) number of vocational experiences of different durations.

Specifically, the observed contractual typologies, referred to workers collected
in the database are: temporary work agency (TWA), fixed term contract (FIX),
permanent contract (PER), direct attendance (ATT, work at domicile), other
contractual typology (OTH, youth training, apprenticeship, etc).

The aim of the present article is to provide a proper methodology in order to
classify the temporal evolution of vocational experiences based on careers of the
workers (about 3 millions of vocational experiences related to 1,300,000 workers)
in terms of contractual typologies in a specified territorial context. The final goal
is a synthetic clustering that identify individuals in group homogeneous as regards
of succession of contractual typology  (CT), identifying from one end the workers’
profiles that remains constant over time from the contractual typology point of view,
and from the other end the profiles that improve or worsen contractual typologies’
evolution in term of stability.
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2. LONGITUDINAL MODELS FOR SURVEY DATA

One of the recurrent problems arising in longitudinal studies is linked with the
proper methodological approach to measure phenomena in contexts of strong
changing and variability.

Typically, analysis of change has long been based largely on time series of
aggregate data or on repeated individual cross-sectional surveys (panel analysis).
However, time series do not permit determination of the specific causes of the
phenomenon investigated, because the same aggregate datum may derive from
radically different events and processes, which become apparent only if one
possesses information about the characteristics of the individuals involved in those
events and processes.

Recent methodological debates on accountability of National Agencies of
evaluation of services to the person have established that longitudinal approaches
(using the concept of measurement of the change in time or, in a lesser extent, the
added value between two time occasions), allows a correct analysis of phenomena
in terms of efficiency and effectiveness. Most known examples are methodologies
adopted from the education agencies of Tennessee (Sanders and Horn, 1994), and
from the Chicago Public Elementary Schools (Bryk et al., 1998).

In this perspective, panel surveys are important tools of methodological
advancement in that they enable the social sciences to use multivariate analysis
techniques to show the location in time and the dependence on the latter of the
phenomena studied (Tuma and Hannan, 1984; Blossfeld et al., 1989; Yamaguchi,
1991). Various methodological approaches have tried of giving one answer in terms
of description and longitudinal syntheses of dynamics of phenomena of nominal or
ordinal type, using appropriate statistical techniques. With counts, dichotomous or
ordered categorical target many author proposed the generalized linear mixed
model (GLMM, see Hartzel et al. 2001 for a review), an extension of the linear
mixed model (Diggle et al., 2002; Singer and Willett, 2003) to incorporate both
fixed and random effects. Contrary, for multinomial unordered categories (nominal
variables), the availability of statistical tools and theory is limited. In presence of
dependent variable with three or more unordered categories some authors have
proposed the multinomial logit random effects model (Hedeker, 1999; Hartzel et
al., 2001; Lipsitz et al., 1994) or discrete choice models with random effects
(Hedeker, 2003; Hsaio, 2003; Wooldridge, 2002).

Nevertheless, neither of these methods is methodologically grounded on the
real configuration of change. More specifically, neither of them enables rigorous
separation of period effects from those of generation, age and phase of the life cycle.
Precisely because they fail to capture the development of individual life stories,
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repeated cross-sectional surveys, and a fortiori time series of aggregate data, are
also unable to give thorough account of the real nature of the inequalities in the life
conditions of members of contemporary societies. Disparity among individual (and
group) outcomes consists in differences among positions of arrival, but also in the
paths followed and the time taken to reach the same position (Mayer and Tuma,
1990). In other words, although these models are based on longitudinal data in
reality, the temporal structure is often ignored because the data are treated as though
they are cross-sections in predefined instants of time, when they are available in
official statistics (census, surveys, panels and retrospective surveys) with some
additional methodological complications involving autocorrelations (Tuma and
Hannan, 1984).

Then, data analyses based on information available in predefined moments
provokes a distorted analysis of the domains and especially in term of dynamic
evolution of interested phenomenon. Instead, a correct evaluation of the dynamic
should consider the entire chain of temporal moments that have implied a change
in the condition identifying the status and the duration.

More specifically, for a consistent evaluation of longitudinal trends, the
concept of time should reflect a subjective dimension (time is worker-specific):
instead of the concept of calendar (when in time) time should elicit knowledge as
regards the description of the sequences (after-before) and of the durations (for how
many times) of every single status.

To this end, confirmatory approaches of longitudinal categorical data relying
on probabilistic methods such as event-history models (or survival analysis) for
continuous-time data or discrete-time panel data with Markov process (Bishop et
al., 1975; Agresti, 1990) or log-linear models (Vermunt, 1997), focus on the inter-
category transitions of individual choices over time and assess hypotheses about
transition trends. Markov process refers to a model for repeated measures of one or
more discrete variables where change in a categorical outcome (latent or observed)
over time is described through a set of transition matrices. On a Markov chain model
with continuous-time (where an event can occur at any point in time for which exact
times may be recalled) researchers choose among numerous non-parametric, and
parametric techniques to explore the dependency of the hazard rate (“instantaneous
probability” of an event at time t) on the independent covariates of interest (Allison
1995, Blossfeld et al. 1989, Tuma and Hannan 1984, Yamaguchi 1991).

However, these models, performed on transition matrices rather than the
microdata, are specified mainly to assess the aggregate change of individuals,
expressed, for example, in the symmetry and the time-invariance of probabilities in
transition matrices (see Agresti, 1990; Tuma and Hannan, 1984). The classification
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of “labour trajectories” must considers individuals’ complete career instead of
considering transitions from one state to another (which means building some
logical ways of successive transitions without considering that it might be impossible
for one individual to realize them completely).

For these reasons, since it is not realistic to model the entire chain of CT along
the entire working path with confirmative approaches, we deliberately choose a
pragmatic approach focused, in the first phase, to the estimation of a synthetic
indicator of stability associated to each contractual typology. In the second phase,
these optimal scores provide the basis for the classification of workers’ careers in
a longitudinal framework.

3. OPTIMAL SCALING APPROACHES

Contrary to confirmative approaches, the aim of exploratory studies is to find
principal structures in data, for example, trends in individual changes, clusters of
individuals and relationships among categories. A useful tool for our aims is an
optimal scaling (OS, Kruskal, 1964a; Gifi, 1981; Bijleveld and van der Burg, 1998)
approach, allowing to properly quantifying the modalities of the categorical
outcome of interest, by using available manifest variables assumed as proxies of the
latent concept.

More specifically, the stability scores embedded in each contractual typology
must be estimated by investigating the only available information, as the empirical
distribution of duration in time for each contractual typology (CT). While it is clear
that a permanent contract is more stable than a fixed-term one, it not clear how much
the former is more stable than the latter.

The resulting scores provide the low-dimensional configuration of categories
and individuals in a reduced space, from which we can easily explore the structures
in data.

One of the most known optimal scaling techniques is Correspondence
Analysis (CA, Benzecri 1973). Starting from a contingency table that classifies
subjects (vocational experiences) on two categorical variables (CT and duration
classes), CA estimates the scores of a latent concept (stability) for each object (CT
duration profile), in a reduced space in a way to maximally reproduce the total
inertia, defined as the dispersion of the objects, weighted by the respective masses,
from the mean (duration) profile.

Another well known OS approach is Multidimensional scaling (Kruskal,
1964a; 1964b; Kruskal and Wish, 1977), or MDS, a class of techniques in which
given distances or distance-like numbers are approximated by distances in low
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dimensional euclidean space. Thus given distance-like numbers δrs (i.e. δrs≥0) often
called dissimilarities between n objects, the objective is to find n points
xr=(xr1,…,xrv,…xrp)′ with r=1,…,n and v=1,…,v*,…,V in Rv* (where X contains as
columns the scores of n points in a reduced space of dimension v*, the latent scores)
such that their Euclidean distance d(xr,xs) is approximately equal to δrs obtained
from the same n point in Rm, where m is the dimension of the space spanned by
observed variables (v*<m).

Note that also CA can be viewed as a MDS method.
Be Gj the nxpj indicator matrix for a categorical variable yj (j =1, …, m)

containing pj categories and Dj is the diagonal matrix with the univariate marginals
of variable yj on the diagonal, thus Pj=Gj Dj

-1Gj′ is the between category projector
which transform each vector in Rn into a vector of category means, and P* is the
matrix containing the averages of Pj (P*=m-1 Σj Pj).

In CA the square of each chi-square distance δij  can be expressed as euclidean
distance between zr and zs in RV, whose elements correspond to Z=XΛ1/2 obtained
by the diagonalization of P* (P*=XΛX′), where Λ is the diagonal matrix containing
the largest p eigenvalues of P* and columns of X equal to the corresponding
eigenvectors: thus CA maps the objects (row profiles) in a reduced rank space of
dimensions p approximating chi-square distances δrs by d(zr, zs). A variant of CA
is Homogeneity analysis (Gifi, 1981) that although it looses the duality between
rows and columns typical of CA, it gains in interpretation results, due to an
attenuation of the “horseshoe” or parabolic shape, and in less stringent normalization
conditions for the solutions (CA constraints that columns of X add up to zero, and
are orthonormal).

The adopted methodology in this paper is to scale the objects (contractual
typologies) using some form of Optimal Scaling methods taking into account three
following aspects.

Firstly, since duration classes are of ordinal type and partially a stability
ranking among different CTs is assumed, the selected scaling methodology should
respect the true measurement level of involved variables. Secondly, another
fundamental requirement for a proper scaling technique is the possibility to take
into account factors of heterogeneity that make the latent construct not homogenous
among involved objects; in our context, it is reasonable to hypothesize that stability
of CTs, reflected by theirs durations profiles, may differ between groups of subjects
based on theirs characteristics. In particular, previous studies in the Italian context
have shown that the probability to gain and maintain a particular contractual
typology varies over worker age (Gagliarducci, 2005; Barbieri and Sestito 2008).
Thus, since age generates heterogeneity in the behaviours of the workers and,
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consequently, modify the perceptual concept of contractual stability, it must be
taken into account in scaling analysis.

Third, the proposed approach allows the scaling analysis within a longitudinal
perspective.

Thus, the choice among various competitive OS methods is principally
guided by previous considerations. Next sections separately analyze these aspects.

3.1  SCALING PRESERVING MEASUREMENT LEVEL

Default CA methods do not take into consideration the ordinal nature of
variables involved in the analysis, and so neglect the information they may provide.
Most of the theory associated with CA does not distinguish between a two-way
contingency table of ordinal variables and a two-way one of nominal variables; in
this perspective CA does not takes into account the ordering of time duration
categories, neglecting the advantage of this information.

Recent approaches of ordinal CA modify the method so that the coordinates
(latent scores) reflect the ordinality of categories. For the analysis of bivariate
ordinal cross-classifications this has been studied, for example, by Schriever
(1983), Parsa and Smith (1993), Ritov and Gilula (1993), and Beh (1997).

In the context of non-symmetrical correspondence analysis (NSCA), arising
where exists an asymmetric relationship between two categorical variables, the
ordinality of one or both variables has been resolved by the decomposition of
Goodman-Kruskal predictability tau index (Lauro and D’Ambra, 1984) or by a
bivariate moment decomposition using orthogonal polynomials and generalized
correlations (D’Ambra and Lauro, 1989). Non-symmetrical correspondence analysis
has been extended also in case of heterogeneity, by the use of decomposition of
Gray and Williams’ multiple and partial tau’s (Lauro and Balbi, 1999).

Moreover, also distances between CTs estimated in contingency tables, more
than true distances represent only an approximate measure of the true distance
between the categories whose most important characteristic is their rank order; such
measures are only in monotonic relation with the true distances in the latent lower
space.

Thus, in the context of MDS, when the observed dissimilarities satisfy only
the ordinal scale level, that is, they are only monotonically related to the underlying
distances, nonmetric MDS (Kruskal, 1964a) allow to taking into account the
ordinal nature of distances among objects: the scaling phase obtains the optimally
squared estimates of dissimilarities, called disparities d2

rs*= ϕ(δ2
rs), of the squared

distances d2 rs preserving the rank order of the observed squared dissimilarities (δ2
rs),

in such a way that the squared discrepancy between them is as small as possible. The
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scaling parameters and admissible transformation ϕ for δ2
rs to obtain disparities are

obtained by monotone regression approach (Kruskal, 1964a; Gifi, 1981).
Note that CA assigns a metric interpretation to estimated distances (the

absolute magnitude of the dissimilarities is taken into account), as opposed to a
nonmetric MDS analysis where only the order of the dissimilarities matters.

3.2 SCALING EMBEDDING HETEROGENEITY FACTORS

Based on the specific need of taking into account individual heterogeneity
(CT stability scores may vary among age classes), weighted MDS (WMDS) or
individual differences scaling (INDSCAL, Carroll and Chang, 1970), provides a
common perceptual space for objects, incorporating individual differences by
specifying different dissimilarity matrices among objects, one for each group
generating heterogeneity. The non-metric version of INDSCAL known with the
acronym ALSCAL (Takane et al., 1977) assumes that objects are differentiated
only in a common ordinal perceptual space, and incorporates heterogeneity by
assuming that each object weights each perceptual dimension differently (Arabie
et al., 1987). Let d2rs,k

d2
rs,k =∑v wkv (xrv-xsv)

2 (1)

the squared distance between objects r and s in the perceptual space of dimension
v (v=1,…V) for group k, and wkv is the individual weight for group k in dimension
v; the ALSCAL loss function, defined SSTRESS, assumes the specification in
equation (2)

STRESS= ∑r ∑s ∑k (d
2
rs,k- d

2
rs,k

*)2 /σ         r, s=1,…,n      k=1,...,K (2)

where d2rs,k
* are squared disparities preserving the rank order of the observed

squared dissimilarities (δ2
rs,k) and σ is a normalization factor. Parameters to be

estimated are X (coordinates of objects in the perceptual or stimulus space) and W
(individual weights in the stimulus space) and, in presence of ordinal dissimilarities
under suitable normalization restrictions about process and level that generates
data, i.e. if δrs,k<δ r’s’,k’  then d2rs,k* ≤ dr’s’,k’ * for all r, s, k, r’,s’, k’. SSTRESS is
minimized in an alternating least squares algorithm (Takane et al., 1977), iterating
two steps: a model phase, estimating X, and W, for fixed  d2rs,k  and an optimal scaling
phase, estimating suitable transformation of distances d2

rs,k (disparities) for fixed X
and W.
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3.3  SCALING IN A LONGITUDINAL PERSPECTIVE

Various generalizations of scaling methods have been proposed in a longitudinal
framework.

CA methods, analyzing the T-times by p-categories matrix containing choice
frequencies of a single variable, show only the change in the aggregate and not the
changes in each of n individuals, since the information about original individual
responses is not recovered from the marginal data.

Another approach applies Homogeneity analysis (GiFi, 1981) in a longitudinal
perspective, minimizing the Homogeneity loss function, directly to the n*Tp data
matrix (broad matrix, van der Heijden, 1987), where T temporal waves of a single
categorical variable play the same role of qualitative variables in the classical
Multiple Correspondence Analysis.

The method, which provides time-invariant individuals’ scores and time-
varying categories’ scores, does not achieve the objective of the representation of
the individual changes over time. Other variants of homogeneity analysis have been
proposed in a longitudinal perspective.

Adachi (2000) proposes a new method of homogeneity analysis for analysing
the repeated measurements of n individuals’ choices among p categories: time-
varying scores are assigned to each individual, while time-invariant ones are
assigned to each category. The method, working on the Tn*p data matrix, is based
on the minimisation of the classical individual-category homogeneity loss function
(where the category parameters are assumed to be fixed in time), penalized by a
term requiring longitudinal homogeneity for individual scores over time, constraining
that individual scores in two consecutive waves do not vary too abruptly. Other
similar methods (Bijleveld and de Leeuw’s, -1991- DYNAMALS; van Buuren’s -
1990- homogeneity analysis; Otsu’s -1998- Bayesian correspondence analysis)
have been developed to analyze categorical longitudinal data.

Finally, other authors have proposed to use CA within the framework of
Markov-chain event history data (Deville and Saporta (1983) and later developed
by de Leeuw et al., (1985), van der Heijden (1987), and van der Heijden and de
Leeuw (1989). These approaches apply MCA on the Burt matrix G’G, where
G=(G1, GT), whose non diagonal blocks contain transition matrices among each
pair of time occasions.

Otherwise, in the MDS framework, various approaches have suggested using
MDS longitudinally to study changes in attitudes over time using three-way
symmetric or asymmetric multidimensional scaling. Longitudinal data are three-
way, because of repeated observations of the same variables on the same objects.
Each measurement occasion (the same for all objects) is treated as if originating
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from a different set of individuals or objects.
Less elaborated techniques apply MDS, basically collecting many

dissimilarities matrices, one for each time point of interest. In practice, since time
occasions play the role of subjects in MDS with individual preference methods,  this
approach allows to assess how the objects’ relationships change over time. This
approach essentially belongs to the three-way context: each of the dissimilarity
tables at each time can be viewed as one-mode two-way data, and the set of
dissimilarity matrices is two-mode three-way data (Arabie et al., 1980).

Other approaches are based on MDS taking into account the ordering of data
according to time evolution by the repeated sequential measurements on the same
subject (binary encoding). Here MDS is applied to the distance matrices between
couples of objects, called situations, identified for each object by the repeated
sequence of states of the categorical outcome over different time occasions (Cottrell
et al., 1998).

Nevertheless, the two-mode three-way multidimensional scaling and methods
based on binary encoding consider time points as if they are independent because
the known temporal sequence of occasions is ignored. To overcome this drawback,
other approaches use combination of multidimensional scaling methods with
individual preferences, as INDSCAL and generalized linear models, as MANOVA
or Mixed Growth Models, to assess the significance of latent scores and/or subjects’
weights changes over time.

Other MDS methodologies that embed the role of temporal sequences,
capitalising the longitudinal property of the data, and that simultaneously take into
account heterogeneity due to objects’ characteristics are called three-way MDS
arrays (three-mode, three-way data). Carroll and Chang (1970), Harshman (1970)
and Tucker (1972) independently developed a model that decomposes a three-way
array into three sets of components:  coordinates for time occasions, objects and
observed variables (that contribute to estimate the dissimilarity matrices) on a space
of small dimensionality. Tucker’s estimation method is based on stringing out the
data matrix in three different ways and performing principal axes analysis on each
of the resulting two-way data matrices to get the three component matrices.

4. THE ADOPTED CLUSTERING APPROACH

As shown, our objective is to classify the career path for each worker,
characterized by unsynchronized sequences of vocational experiences in which
time occasions present heterogeneous durations and are not balanced over workers.

Therefore, neither CA nor MDS longitudinal versions appears feasible to our
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context. Hence, we adopt a more pragmatic method that involves two steps.
Following the suggested approach of longitudinal CA and MDS methodologies

that provide category scores fixed in time and individual’s scores varying in time,
in the first step, CT category scores of stability are estimated, whereas in the second
step these scores are utilized to describe and cluster longitudinal evolutions of
contractual stability.

More specifically, in the first step, after having stratified our database by
workers’ age class (K classes), we apply CA to each of K contingency tables
resuming the distribution of vocational experiences according to contractual
typologies and duration classes.

The estimated K blocks of chi-square distances δrs,k among CT’s, stratified by
age class of the worker, generate the K dissimilarity matrices ∆k=(δrs,k), that
constitute the known ordinal input matrices to be utilized in the ALSCAL algorithm.

The obtained CT stability scores permits the construction of the longitudinal
stability chain that exhibits how the pattern of sequences change among adjacent
vocational experiences.

The main objective is to find a synthetic indicator resuming the stability
trajectory over time of worker’s career.

Fig. 1: Scheme of worker’s longitudinal career path.
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Figure 1 shows, for one hypothetic worker, the sequence over time of four
contractual typologies (during the period t0 until tN). Ordinates’ values correspond
to ALSCAL optimal scores (xt), whereas length of segments on the abscissa are
durations of the associated vocational experiences.

Figure 1 shows the realizations of stochastic process {xt, t∈ R+}={(t s, xts),…,(tw,
xtw),…,(tω, xtω)} representing the type of contractual typology (state) occupied by
workers at time t, in a chain of ω instants (w=1,…ω). As emerges, the process is
double censored since it is observed from t0 (the date to entry in the database for
workers, rather than the date of entrance in the labour market, ts) to tN (the instant
time of data extraction and elaboration, rather than the date of exit from the labour
market, tω).

Typically, in the optimal scaling framework this synthetic indicator is obtained
as the weighted average of the scores for chosen categories over time (weighted by
duration of each temporal occasion). Nevertheless, the scale value has weak
interpretation power, since it does not have any particular meaningful metric.

Other strategies seem appropriate to the description and clustering of
longitudinal trajectories of MDS scores over time, e.g. by running a set of linear or
polynomial equation for each specific worker, by specifying time as fixed or
random covariate. However, since workers maintain contracts for a established time
period, linear or polynomial equation are not adequate to fitting sets of parallel
trajectories.

One possible solution suggests using distances or changes in x scale values
between couples of consecutive instant points as a basis for interpretation (Ding et
al., 2005): jumps show the gain or loss in term of contractual stability among
couples of consecutive temporal vocational experiences.

This approach is justified because the realizations of stochastic process {xt,
t∈ R+} can be equivalently characterised by  the stochastic process {(ts xts), (d1,
xd1),…,(dw, xdw),…,(dω, xdω)} representing the “sojourn” in state xtw occupied in the
dw period (were dw=tw-tw-1 is the duration in state xt(w-1) reached by the individual
at time t(w-1) before a transition to state xtw at time tw).

Thus, the utilization of the individual distribution of distances values among
temporal adjacent contractual typologies provides a synthesis of underlying change
or growth in the worker profile.

In situations where time points are discrete points along the time axis, the ratio
between the distance of x values among adjacent time points t and t-1 g(t, t-1)=(xt - xt-1)
and the time distance between instants t and t-1 (dt) is the slope or change rate βt,t-1 for
that interval (Ding et al., 2005). Higher slopes are associated to higher jumps and
among two equivalent jumps it advantages workers making a jump in less time.
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Note that, time intervals do not need to be equally spaced.
Further, in order to capture as useful information the temporal duration of

maintaining the state xt until time t+1 (the moment of a successive jump), as
indicator of gain or loss stability among time t-1 and time t for worker i the slope

i(βt,t-1) is multiplied by the incidence of the sojourn period dt+1 (=dt+1-dt) among
instants t and t+1 on the total amount of durations along the entire observed career
(ipt+1).

We obtain the “synthetic indicator” (equation 3) of stability attitude µWi for
the worker i, having a career characterized by Ni transitions, by averaging the terms

i(βt,t-1)ipt+1 Ji over the entire chain of consecutive vocational experiences, where Ji
is the rank (in chronological order) of the ji-th transition (Ji =1,…,Ni) along the
career for worker i. The ratio Ji /Ni assigns more weight to jumps or transitions
occurred in most recent vocational experience and decreasing weights for jumps far
in time according to the numerical series 1, (Ni-1)/ Ni,…,1/ Ni.

µ
β

Wi
i t,t-1 i t+1

i

i
t

Ni

ip
J

N
if N > 0

0 if

=
( )=∑ 1

NN = 0i







 (3)

The rationale of this indicator is based on the mean of growth rates among
couples of consecutive transitions occurred in the career path, weighting more the
change toward CT in which the worker remained more time and assigning more
weight to jumps for more recent vocational experiences. The indicator µWi identifies
the workers’ “prevalent condition”: stable workers in a determined CT for a career
having one single experience or several experiences of the same contractual type
(µWi is null by construction, because all growth rates in consecutive temporal
intervals are zero); situation of improvement (µWi >0 if the mean of growth rates is
positive) or worsening (µWi <0 if the mean of growth rates is negative) along the
entire working career.

The main problem of the proposed indicator deals with the double censoring
of the observed process (see Figure 1). Since the duration in state xt0 is left censored
and the duration in state xt+1 is right censored, thus dt0 and ipt+2 are not really
observed. This may provoke bias in the estimates of the slopes in the first (β1,0)i and
in last period i(βt+1,t).

However, available data on the career path before time t0 permit to reconstruct
the true duration d0 for the majority of workers (apart for those workers having an
active job experience starting before the creation of the administrative archive).
Instead, for the problem of right censoring we constraint, as typically occurs in
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these situations, that tω=tN for all workers.
Once defined the prevalent condition, the process of identification of more

grained clusters (for mover workers) of working careers was conducted by
investigating, for each worker, the percentage incidences by duration of occurred
contractual typologies along the entire sequence of vocational experiences.

Thus, the simultaneous inspection of the prevalent condition and the incidence
of two most recurrent CTs along the working path show the “transition trend”
between two contractual typologies.

We point out that such “final clusters” not necessarily identify more recurrent
adjacent vocational experience state changes, but they summarize the trend
between two contractual typologies, especially for the subjects having a lot of
experiences and which usually undergo a lot of changes.

However, not always the evolution of the working career is clearly
understandable, typically when the synthetic indicator is near zero and the distri-
bution of the duration experiences is nearly equal distributed along the different
contractual typologies.

To this end, we established to classify a worker career as stable in a particular
CT when the prevalent condition is zero (µWi=0) and if the duration in that CT
accumulates at least 70% of the entire observed career. Alternatively, if the second
condition it is not satisfied the career was classified as “Random”.

Finally, Table 1 exemplifies the rationale of the classification process for four
mover workers, showing the prevalent condition based on the values of the synthetic
indicator, two most frequent CT, their incidence (in term of duration) along the
entire path and finally the predicted “transition trend” of the entire career (final
cluster).

Tab. 1: Example of career path clustering for four workers.

Worker Prevalent condition Most incident CTs Duration Incidence Final cluster

a µWi <0 (TWA, FIX) (65%,15%) FIX→TWA

b µWi =0 (TWA,PER) (26%,30%) Random

c µWi =0 (FIX, INT) (81%,10%) Stable FIX

d µWi  >0 (FIX, PER) (56%,24%) FIX→PER

Career of worker a shows a worsening in terms of stability and it is imputed
to the transition trend “from time fixed contract to temporary work agency”
(FIX→TWA), whereas worker d, improving its career in terms of stability, is
imputed to the transition trend “from time fixed to permanent contract” (FIX→PER).
Careers of workers b and c seem to be characterize from accidental movements, but,
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because worker c accumulates over 70% of time experience in time fixed contract
(FIX), he/she is classified as “stable time fixed”, whereas the career of worker b has
been defined as “random”.

Further researches have to be addressed to explore robust methods that
estimate useful thresholds for the synthetic indicator that define significant
improvements or worsening.

5. APPLICATION

The information on the participation at the job market in the Milan area is
constituted by data bank of the “Employment Centers” of the Province of Milan.
The dataset analyzed considers 3,013,965 vocational experiences corresponding to
1,286,880 workers. Of these the analysis consider only workers having up to 15
working experiences (1,263,882 workers, that constitute 99% of the entire set of
vocational experiences), without given meaningful reductions of the data.

Firstly, we constructed K separate contingency tables (one for each of the
following age classes: <15, 16-19, 20-25, 26-30, 31-40, 41-50, 51-60, 61-65, >66)
that classify vocational experiences according to significant duration class and
contractual typologies. In addition, periods (experiences) of no occupation (NO)
were considered.

Vocational experiences referred to periods of unemployment were represented
in the contingency tables by two extra-categories exhibiting the duration classes of
unemployment status. Thus, contingency tables are composed by two independent
diagonal blocks.

The estimated chi-square distance matrices between CTs couples, in term of
duration, appeared very similar over age classes, apart the configuration of
youngest workers (<15 years old),  justifying a MDS approach providing a common
perceptual space of CT stability, over different age classes.

These K matrices, collecting as relevant information only the ranking between
couples of CTs in different age classes, have been used as input in the ALSCAL
algorithm, whose results have shown that a two-dimensional space reproduces in
a very satisfactory way the initial distances (SSTRESS=0.022). Further, the
estimated age weights (W) evidence that only workers in age class <15 (higher
weights onto dimension 2) differ from other age classes (higher weights onto
dimension 1).

However, for parsimony or representation and especially for interpretation
purpose (only the configuration of CTs in the first dimension is coherent with the
expected ranking and well interpretable) we have restricted the final configuration
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in a one-dimensional latent space.

Tab. 2: Vocational experiences and duration (days) statistics by CT.

CT n % Duration Trimmed Skew Cv x x0-10
Mean Mean (1%) Coeff.

PER 1174975 39.98 767.2 749.0 40.4 117.2 1.36 10.0

ATT 24210 0.82 377.4 374.4 0.4 52.7 1.23 9.5

FIX 869204 29.58 125.1 118.0 349.9 190.0 -0.22 4.4

OTH 7153 0.24 108.9 103.1 8.0 100.5 -0.36 3.9

TWA 364233 12.39 54.8 50.2 299.7 234.4 -0.53 3.3

NO 499152 16.98 – – – – -1.48 0.0

Fit statistics of one-dimensional ALSCAL solution are still satisfactory
(SSTRESS=0.08, and R-square of the regression of final distances against the
observed dissimilarities =0.893).

In Table 2 are represented counts of investigated vocational experiences and
descriptive statistics on their duration (days), by contractual typology. Last two
columns show the standardized ALSCAL stability scores (x) and a version
translated in the 0-10 interval (x0-10) to a more immediate comprehension.

The estimated configuration shows three clusters (in terms of duration/
stability) of CTs: the situation of unemployment (NO), a group of three CTs
collecting the temporary work agency (TWA), the time fixed contract (FIX) and
other contractual typologies (OTH) and finally the last group, clearly detached,
composed by direct attendance (ATT) and permanent contract (PER). Note that, at
the extreme values of the scale there are two most dissimilar situations as the
unemployment and the permanent contract, on intermediate values the temporary
work agency, near to the unemployment status whereas the time fixed is much near
to temporary work agency than to the permanent contract.

The obtained values represent a reasonable interpretation of the contractual
categories and constitute the principal elements in order to estimate the working
career of the workers, their prevalent condition and the transition trend, obtained by
the procedure described in Section 4.

Table 3 exhibits the most incident final clusters resuming the longitudinal
evolution of workers’ paths in term of contractual typology sequences.

First six profiles collect more than 90% of the entire workers’ population.
Then, 75% of workers are stable in their contractual categories (with higher
percentages for workers with time fixed contracts and especially with permanent
contract). Nearly 5% (2%) of the workers show an improvement from time fixed
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contract (unemployment) toward the permanent contract, whereas nearly 5%
looses permanent contract converging in less stable situations (in particular for
those converging in time fixed contract).

Tab. 3: Most significant clusters of working careers (stable and non stable paths)

Final Cluster nº Workers % Workers % Cumulative

Stable PER 652119 56.6 56.6

Stable FIX 159002 13.8 70.4

RANDOM 91347 7.9 78.3

FIX→PER 54725 4.8 83.1

Stable TWA 47259 4.1 87.2

NO→PER 34585 3.0 90.2

PER→FIX 22404 1.9 92.1

PER→NO 17620 1.5 93.6

TWA→PER 14032 1.2 94.8

FIX→NO 13704 1.2 96.0

Stable NO 13373 1.2 97.2

TWA→NO 4976 0.4 97.6

NO→FIX 4702 0.4 98.0

PER→TWA 4557 0.4 98.4

6. CONCLUSION

The work presented in this paper highlights the more and more importance of
fitting the models and tools for decision support to the change factors, which
concerns specific application domains, especially public services for the person.
This is an essential issue in building governance policies, which satisfies the
citizens’ needs. Knowledge on the temporal evolution of the individuals’ stories is
fundamental to develop service policies, in terms of resource saving and goal
effectiveness.

Governance activities, in fact, focus on the ability to improve the decisional
processes of the activities (ranging from the initial intervention-planning phase to
the data collection and assessment) in order to assess the intervention activities,
both from the budget point of view and from the effectiveness point of view.

Methodologically, the required effort derives widely from the available data
sources collecting longitudinal chains of work experiences embedded in archives
that resume and they make available punctual information on the status and the
single changes. The complexity of the available information (wide size of individual
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longitudinal data, worker-specific temporal occasions and high cardinality of the
categorical outcome variable) has prevented the estimation in a single statistical
model of the causal mechanisms linking the temporal evolution of the subject and
its personal characteristics, as typically do methodologies based on panel data, as
Event History Analyses.

To this end, in the present paper we proposed a transitional model for the
analysis of change of a nominal variable using non-metric Multidimensional
scaling embedding heterogeneity factors.

The proposed model furnishes a remarkable tool for stakeholders of labour
market because it permits the identification and classification of most meaningful
and recurrent workers’ evolutions. Particularly, the obtained final clusters may
become the object of specific and differentiated policies of intervention, by
studying proper policy instruments.

For example, the contingency table that resumes the distribution of transition
trends by workers’ age classes exhibits significant association between following
profiles: workers aged 20-25 with transition trend NO→PER and with persistence
in temporary work agency and unemployment status; workers aged 26-40 with
transition trend FIX→PER and with Random career; workers aged 41-60 stable in
permanent contract; workers aged 20-30 with transition trend PER→NO. These
data, suggest supporting workers over 35 years old that, presenting random
fluctuations among contractual typologies, have not yet gained a permanent
contract, or young workers trapped in unstable careers (temporary agency work).

Hence, effective and thrifty supporting actions can’t be anymore designed and
enacted in a general way, but they have to be ad hoc developed and carried out for
specific targets and  continuously monitored, because the rapid evolving of the
economical and social contexts.
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ANALISI DI SEQUENZE TEMPORALI CON OPTIMAL SCALING

Riassunto

Il recente sviluppo dei sistemi di monitoraggio della qualità di istituzioni pubbliche
e private ha stimolato differenti strategie per la valutazione dei servizi alla persona ed in
particolar modo in ambito di politiche attive nel mercato del lavoro. In tale ambito, lo
sviluppo di sistemi informativi basati archivi amministrativi ha riacceso il dibattito
inerente le strategie e gli approcci più adeguati per una corretta attività di valutazione.

In particolare, comprendere le dinamiche del mercato di lavoro equivale all’identi-
ficazione di modelli che colgano le tendenze principali del fenomeno per facilitarne
l’interpretazione e le decisioni da parte degli stakeholders istituzionali.

Il presente articolo propone una metodologia che classifica l’evoluzione temporale
delle carriere dei lavoratori in termini di tipologie contrattuali in un determinato contesto
territoriale (Provincia di Milano), utilizzando archivi amministrativi (circa 2.900.000
esperienze professionali relative a 1.300.000 lavoratori). L’obiettivo finale della proposta
è l’identificazione di gruppi di lavoratori (omogenei al loro interno) caratterizzati da
eterogenei pattern di successioni contrattuali longitudinali, individuando da un lato i
profili di lavoratori che rimangono stabili nel tempo all’interno di determinate tipologie
contrattuali e, dall’altro, profili che longitudinalmente migliorano o peggiorano la
situazione contrattuale. Dal punto di vita metodologico, dopo aver discusso i limiti degli
approcci tradizionali, si propone una metodologia basata sul Multidimensional Scaling
con differenze individuali.


